
 

BABIES +24 MONTHS

Oh My Baby

PLAY  GU IDE

Nooo



HOW TO PLAY?
This puzzle has two levels. At first, you can play to match each animal with its
corresponding color. And when you think your baby is ready for the next step, you can
start to assemble the puzzle. You can intervene when your baby gets stuck and cannot
move any further. The good thing about this puzzle is that you can tell your little one how
to proceed just by mentioning the color he should assemble next. A fun game that will
stimulate their logical and spatial thinking and help reinforce their vocabulary related to
colors.

ANIMALS PUZZLE
Each animal belongs to its place! Fine motor skills
and abilities are required for this lovely pastel
colour matching puzzle. 

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT FINE MOTRICITY LANGUAGE



HOW TO PLAY?
Show your kid all the cards first. Name them all, so you that he can  recognise what each
picture is. Take a card and ask him to give you its corresponding pair. Once he recognizes
all the pictures, start by putting only two pairs facing down and start the game. You start,
to teach him the mechanism of the game. Explain him each step you take and what the
goal is. Little by little introduce more pairs to the game. This game helps your little one to
concentrate on an activity, stimulates the development of  language, contributes to the
learning of rules and regulations and helps to work on the acceptance of frustration when
children lose.

MEMORY GAME
Your little one is now in a stage in which cognitive
development and memory acquire a great role. Playing
this memory game helps to increase attention, perception
and memory, while increasing their knowledge about
objects, animals or means of transport and developing
their oral language.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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STACKABLE PUZZLE
Adjust the pieces, the shapes and immerse your little
one in learning colors.  This puzzle has several
educational functions and the degree of demand will
be adapted to the growth of your baby.

LANGUAGE MEMORYCOGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
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HOW TO PLAY?
You can start with the simplest exercise, which is to independently adjust each shape with
its corresponding part. And once they’ve mastered this, they can continue to put all the
pieces together until the puzzle is finished. Also use this game to reinforce colors, asking
your little one, for example, to put the red star inside the red room. It is a dynamic game
that will contribute to the cognitive development of your baby.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?



ZOO PUZZLE
These zoo characters are waiting for your little one to gather
them for a party! The box contains 6 puzzles of 6 pretty
animals, from 3 to 5 pieces, which allow your baby to
develop fine motor skills and progressive learning.

FINE MOTRICITYIMAGINATIONCOGNIITIVE DEVELOPMENT
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HOW TO PLAY?
Your little one has already learned basic lace skills and can jump into puzzles that require
more concentration and precision.
Start with the crocodile and the penguin, don't take the rest of the box out yet. When you
have already mastered these two simpler animals, you can incorporate the llama and the
bear which have one more piece. And finally the lion and the elephant.
Once you've assembled all of the animals individually and separately, the big challenge
comes ... put the pieces of all (or at least more than two) animals in front of your baby and
let him ty to put them all together correctly.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?


